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Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

All Topics

Thursday

Friday
1

What is the medical term
for low blood sugar?

2

If a contract is cancelled,
it becomes free of all legal
effect, or is said to be:

3

4

5

6

What government agency What Federal law
handles workplace safety protects individuals from
issues?
discrimination in the
housing market?

7

The distribution of money
that a corporation pays to
stockholders is:

What federal program
provides food purchasing
assistance for low-income
or no-income people?

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

22

23

24

25

26

The RGB color model
refers to what colors?

Which federal agency
regulates cosmetics?

Head Start is run by which What type of federal tax
federal agency?
is due on April 15?

What is dual citizenship?

Radon typically moves
into your home through
cracks and other holes in
this:

Federal regulations
require this one product
to have product dating:

A business that operates
from a physical location is
called this type of store:

This federal law provides
many employees with
up to 12 weeks of unpaid
leave for certain family
and medical reasons:

This personalized
education plan outlines
accommodations and/
or specialized instruction
guidelines for students
with disabilities:

When an asset increases
in value while you hold it,
it is said to:

If you exceed your credit
card’s credit limit, you
may be charged this fee:

Besides withdrawing
money, name another
common transaction you
can make at an ATM:

20

The official at an embassy
who represents his or her
country and carries out
duties in the host country
is called:

21

Unplanned, spur of the
moment purchasing is
more commonly called:

A public call for an item
to be returned because it
may be defective:

27

28

The entire study of law
and legal philosophy is
called:

LifeSmarts.org

Your home mortgage loan
has a high interest rate
compared to the market
today. What could you
do?

8

Saturday

9

Federal law says the latest Name one of the four
time a telemarketer may
factors the UN uses to
call you is:
calculate the Human
Development Index:

You are 21 years old and
get your first passport.
How many years will it be
valid?

When traveling, this TSA
program can save you time,
and you don’t need to
remove your shoes, laptops
or liquids when going
through airport security:

